Nodes

Default

Global
Description
“Global” sets the overall parameter which relates to the simulation. Part of the parameter is automatically set. This
node outputs the global variable value for another value to be enable to refer from.

Output
CurrentFrame[TIME] : Outputs the current frame number of the simulation.
NextFrame[TIME] : Outputs the next frame number of the simulation.
PrevFrame[TIME] : Outputs the previous frame number of the simulation.
DT[TIME] : Outputs “TimeStep” of the simulation.

CurrtntTime[TIME] : Outputs the current time of the simulation in seconds.
FrameRate[DOUBLE] : Outputs the frame rate of the simulation that is set from “TimeSlider”. (Number of frames per
second)
CellSize[DOUBLE] : Sets / Outputs the unit area size of the simulation region. (The smaller CellSize is, the more
accurate the simulation is, but it takes up a lot of memory and takes longer time. Careful setting is required.)
Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT] : Outputs the resolution of the simulation region. The size of the simulation region is
automatically calculated from “Resolution” and “Cellsize”.
SubdomainDimension [VECTOR 3D_INT] : This is the Domain region which is utilized when proceeding with MPI

simulation. When simulation is proceeding, it is automatically set.
StartFrame[TIME] : Displays the start frame that is set from “TimeSlider”.
EndFrame [TIME] : Displays the end frame that is set from “TimeSlider”.
ProjectRoot [STRING] : Sets the project path of FluX that is currently worked on. After setting the project path from
the Global node, the path of other node can be substituted with the relative path.
CaptureFileFormat [STRING] : Designates the path which saves the simulation preview image. (If MPI simulation is
proceeded, the combined image can be generated by using the “Compose Images” button from “Server Setting
Window” after saving the images those correspond to each core.)
CaptureSave[BOOL] : Toggles On/Off to save the simulation preview image.

Root
Description
Sets the entire transform information of the scene which will proceed with the simulation from FluX.

Input
Pivot[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Sets the pivot point of the transform.
Translate[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Sets the translate transform information.
Rotate[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Sets the rotate transform information.
Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Sets the scale transform information.

Output
Drawing[BOOL] /Lighting[BOOL] /Wire[BOOL] : Sets the global Drawing parameter to control the subsequent

node. If the “Shape” node that will be subsequently used is connected with the Drawing/Lighting/Wire output port,

it can be controlled in batches from the “Root” node.
outPivot[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Outputs the pivot information that is set from the node.
outTranslate[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Outputs the translate transform information that is set from the node.
outRotate[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Outputs the rotate transform information that is set from the node.
outScale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE] : Outputs the scale transform information that is set from the node.

Primitive

FluidContainer
Description
Generates a default data set for proceeding with the simulation.

Input
CellSize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]: Inherits “CellSize” /

“Resolution” / “SubdomainDimension” which are set from the “Global” node. These are automatically connected
when the node is created.

LevelSet
Description
‘LevelSet’ creates the blank ‘LevelSet’ data set.

Input
CellSize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT] : This is the value
which is automatically inherited from the ‘Global’ node. When a node is newly created, it is already connected.

Output
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE] : Outputs the handle of ‘LevelSet’ created for the future usage.

Particle
Description
‘Particle’ creates the blank “Particle” data set.

Input
CellSize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]: Is the value which is
automatically inherited from the’ Global’ node. It is already connected when a node is created.
Resimulation[BOOL]: FluX supports resimulation of subsequent frames using the existing simulation data. It determines whether resimulation will be executed.
StartFrame[TIME]: This value is automatically connected from the Global Node. It designates the start frame of

simulation.
ProjectRoot[STRING]: This value is automatically connected from the Global Node. It designates the project’s root
path.
FileName[STRING]: When resimulating using the existing simulation data, it designates the file to be used as the
initial data. (Note: When resimulating from the 100th frame, the 99th frame’s data should be input.)

Output
Particle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the handle of particles generated for later use.

Output
VectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE] : Outputs the velocity field of fluid that is simulating.
Levelset[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the empty “Levelset” data that is utilized for the simulation.
SolidVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE] : Outputs the velocity field of geometry that reacts with fluid. If
there is no reacting Geometry, it outputs the empty data. It is necessary to be connected to the VARSolver node

regardless of whether the reacting geometry exists or not.
SolidLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Refers “LevelSet” from the solver by receiving “Levelset” of the
region that the geometry takes up if there is a geometry that react with fluid. For this case, create the empty ‘Levelset
data’.
Note : the data that is outputted from the FluidContainer node is updated on every frame by reflecting the simulation result.

VectorField
Description
‘VectorField’ creates the blank ‘VectorField’ data set.

Input
CellSize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]: This is the value which
is automatically inherited from the ‘Global’ node. When a node is newly created, it is already connected.

Output
VectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DO UBLE]: Outputs the vector field generated for later use in simulation.

Field

AddForceVector
Description
‘AddForceVector’ builds the velocity field which moves particle inside of the inputted ‘LevelSet’. (An example file
provided)

Input
inVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the existing or newly created velocity field data set.
LevelSet[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the ‘LevelSet’ which defines the boundary that influences.
Vector3D[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the direction (X, Y, Z) and strength of velocity to apply to the particle
inside of the boundary.
DT[TIME]: Receives TimeStep.

Output

outVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the vector field that has a designated area where influ-

ence is formed.

AddImplicitBox
Description
‘AddImplicitBox’ sets the box shape area at the inputted ‘LevelSet’ data set. (An example file is provided)

Input
inLevelSet[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the new or existing ‘LevelSet’ data set.
On/Off[BOOL]: Turns on and off the activation of node.

InvertSign[BOOL]: Inverts the Interior and the exterior of ‘LevelSet’ which is set previously. (On- invert, Off- original)
BoxMinPosition[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/BoxMaxPosition[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Receives the maximum coordinate and the minimum coordinate of the box. The setting is more efficient to utilize by interlocking with the
boxshape.

Output
outLevelSet[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs “LevelSet” which adds (union) “LevelSet” that was set from

the node with the inputted “LevelSet” data set.

AddImplicitPlane
Description
‘AddImplicitplane’ sets the boundary of the horizontal plane shape at the inputted ‘LevelSet’ data set. (An example
file provided)

Input
inLevelSet[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the existing or newly created ‘LevelSet’ data set.
On/Off[BOOL]: Can turn on and off the activation of node.
InvertSign[BOOL]: Inverts the interior and the exterior of the ‘LevelSet’ which is set. (On- invert, Off- original)
Height[DOUBLE]: Designate the height of the horizontal plane.

Output
outLevelSet[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs “LevelSet” which adds (union) “LevelSet” that was set from
the node with the inputted “LevelSet” data set.

AddImplicitSphere
Description
‘AddImplicitSphere’ sets the spherical region at the inputted ‘LevelSet’ data set. (An example file is provided)

Input
inLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the ‘LevelSet’ to manipulate.
OnOff[BOOL]: Turns on and off the activation of nodes.

InvertSign[BOOL]: Inverts the interior and the exterior of ‘LevelSet’.
Center[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Receives the coordinate that will be the center point of the spherical ‘LevelSet’.
Radius[DOUBLE]: Receives the radius of sphere.

Output
outLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the manipulated ‘LevelSet’.

AddTurbulenceField
Description
AddTurbulenceField adds the effect of turbulence to the data which only one data among the previous simulation
such as ‘LevelSet’, ‘Particle’, ‘VectorField’ is inputted.

Input
inVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the VectorField data to be added with the effect of turbulence. The calculated data affects to the velocity and acceleration of turbulence depending on connectivity of

node.
inLevelSet [SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE] : Receives the LevelSet data to be added with the effect of turbulence. When LevelSet is added with the effect of turbulence, be careful of changing the shape of ‘LevelSet’.
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data to be added with the effect of turbulence, when the effect of
turbulence directly adds to the velocity of particle without controlling indirectly through ‘VectorField’.
Seed[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Sets up ‘Seed’ to conclude the shape of turbulence.
Wind[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Sets up the direction and intensity of the velocity / power through setting the velocity
and power of certain direction separate from the effect of turbulence.
Offset[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Sets up the phase of turbulence of the direction of X, Y, Z.(If ‘OffSet’ is changed
steadily, the turbulence can create the flow of each direction.
Frequency[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Sets up the frequency of turbulence of each direction of X, Y, Z.
Depth[INT]: The final shape of turbulence is created by overlapping many layers of soft noises. Set the number of
noise layer. The turbulence which has many noise layers can express detail, but it is difficult to control and takes a
long time to calculate.
Amplitude[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the intensity of turbulence for each direction.

Output
outVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the vector field which is added with turbulence to the
inputted vector field. Only when the vector field is inputted, the perfect output value can be achieved.
outLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs ‘LevelSet’ which is added with turbulence to the inputted
Levelset. Only when the LevelSet data is inputted, the perfect output value can be achieved.
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data which is added with turbulence to the velocity component of the
inputted particle data. Only when the particle data is inputted, the perfect output value can be achieved.

AddVectorField
Description
‘AddVectorField’ sums up two different vector fields. It sums up the vector field of ‘inSrcVectorField’ to the vector
field inputted in ‘inDstVectorField’. You need to be cautious when calculating the field related to the simulation,
because the result value is saved in “inDstVectorField” data set.

Input
inDstVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the vector field that will be a target.
inSrcVectorField [VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the vector field that will be a source.
Negate[BOOL]: Flips the direction of received inSrcVectorField. This is used when subtracting between the Vector
fields.

Output
outDstVectorFiled[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the sum result of two vector fields.

GetMaxSpeed
Description
‘GetMaxSpeed’ calculates the maximum speed by receiving the outputted velocity field from the ‘FluidContainer’
node. This node is necessary to calculate simulation stably.(an example file is not provided.)

Input
VelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the velocity field from the FluidContainer node.

Particle[PARTICLE]: Is a Unused port.

CurrentTime[TIME]: Is the value which is automatically inherited from the ‘Global’ node.

Output
MaxSpeed[DOUBEL]: Returns the maximum velocity value by examining all cells of the inputted velocity field.

MergeLevelSet
Description
‘MergeLevelSet’ outputs ‘LevelSet’ which is the union of two ‘LevelSets’ which those are inputted. (An example file
provided)

Input
inDstLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives ‘LevelSet’ which the calculation result of two ‘LevelSets’
will be saved.
inSrcLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives ‘LevelSet’ which will be added to ‘inDSTLevelSet’.

Output
outDstLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the calculated ‘LevelSet’.

SubtractBoundaryLevelSet
Description
Outputs the result minus the two input level sets. (Example file is available)

Input
inLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the level set which partial area is to be excluded.
BoundaryLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the level set that indicates the area to be excluded
by calculation.

Output
outLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the inLevelSet minus the BoundaryLevelSet from
inLevelSet.

Caution: Inaccurate results might occur if the two input level sets are inputted from the same LevelSet parent node.
In this case, assign the separate LevelSet parent node to each input level set.

Particle

AgeParticle
Description
‘AgeParticle’ designates ‘Age’ to the existing particle and adds the value as much as the numerical value inputted
on every frame. (An example file provided) ‘AgeParticle’ can make the particles disappear those are expired after a
certain period of time by being used in conjunction with the ‘RemoveParticleByAge’ node.

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the existing particle data.
Growth[INT]: Receives the value of ‘Age’ that will be added on every frames.

Output
OutParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the updated particle data.

CollideParticleToLevelSet
Description
‘CollideParticleToLevelSet’ calculates the collision between the particle and “LevelSet”. The friction/elasticity can be
controlled different from the calculation of VARSolver internal. (An example file provided)

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data that will collide with ‘LevelSet’.
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the ‘LevelSet’ data that will collide with the particle.
VelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the velocity field of particle.
Elasticity[DOUBLE]: Inputs the elasticity of particle which is collided. The bigger the value is, the stronger the
elasticity is.

Friction[DOUBLE]: Inputs the friction of particle which is collided.
MaxIteration[INT]: Improves the degree of precision of collision through the segmentalized calculation.
DT[TIME]: Is the simulation ‘TimeStep’ which automatically gets connected with the Global node when a node is
created. If the ComputeTimeStep node is used to improve the degree of precision, it needs to be reconnected with
‘DT’ of ‘ComputeTimeStep’.
InterfaceOffset[DOUBLE]: Widens or narrows the boundary of the inputted ‘LevelSet’ as much as the value.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data which processed collision calculation

TIP : ‘Elasticity’ and ‘Friction’ controls the elasticity force of horizontal and vertical direction on each surface of
‘LevelSet’. These can express the scene of Fluid to rebound in vertical direction to the surface regardless of the input
direction and to flow along the surface in accordance with utilization. If the value bigger than ‘1’ is inputted, these
can affect the stability of simulation in accordance with the situation.

CollideParticleToMesh
Description
‘CollideParticleToMesh’ calculates the collision between mesh and particle and can control friction and elasticity, etc.
(An example file provided)

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: inParticle : Receives the particle data that will collide with mesh.

Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the mesh data that will collide with particle.
Elasticity[DOUBLE]: Inputs the elasticity of particle which is collided. The bigger the value is, the stronger the
elasticity is.

Friction[DOUBLE]: Inputs the friction of particle which is collided.
MaxIteration[INT]: Improves the degree of precision of collision through the segmentalized calculation.
CFL[DOUBLE]: Is the parameter to set the accuracy of simulation. It is automatically connected when a node is
created.
DT[TIME]: Is the simulation ‘TimeStep’ which automatically gets connected with the ‘Global’ node when a node is
created. If the ComputeTimeStep node is used to improve the degree of precision, it needs to be reconnected
with ‘DT’ of ComputeTimeStep’.

Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]/CellSize[DOUBLE]: Is the parameter for
the initial setup of simulation. It is automatically connected when a node is created.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data which processed collision calculation

TIP : ‘Elasticity’ and ‘Friction’ controls the elasticity force of horizontal and vertical direction on each surface of
‘LevelSet’. These can express Fluid to rebound in vertical direction to the surface regardless of the input direction
and to flow along the surface in accordance with utilization. If the value bigger than ‘1’ is inputted, these can affect

the stability of simulation in accordance with the situation.

ControlParticleVelocity
Description
Control particle’s velocity according to customer’s intention.
Unlike AddForceField, influence accumulates on the process of simulation, the setting value is not over than entry
value. (Example file is available)

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives original particle data to be controlled velocity.
inVectorField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives vector field to be controlled velocity.

Connection is not required if velocity is not controlled by vector field.
inLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the range (level cell) to be controlled by customer’s intention. Whole simulation domain area is effected if the connection is not done.
Wind[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Apart from using velocity field control, additional velocity for specific direction can be
input. It is not ignored, even though velocity field for control is connected
BlendWeight[DOUBLE]: Designates combination ratio of entry velocity to control particle’s original velocity from
‘inParticle’

Output
OutParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs updated particle data.

DragParticle
Description
‘DragParticle’ applies the effect due to the resistance of air to particle. (An example file provided)

Input
InParticle[PARTICLE]: inParticle : Receives the particle data that will apply the effect.
Drag[DOUBLE]: Drag : this is the value to determine the velocity reduction effect due to the resistance of air.
DT[TIME]: Is the simulation ‘TimeStep’ which automatically gets connected with the ‘Global’ node when a node is
created. If the ‘ComputeTimeStep’ node is used to improve the degree of precision, it needs to be reconnected with
‘DT’ of ComputeTimeStep’.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data which processed the drag effect calculation.

EmitParticleFromLevelSet
Description
‘EmitParticleFromLevelSet’ generates the particle from the given ‘LevelSet’.

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the ‘new/previous particle data set’ that will add particle.
inLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the LevelSet data which will be the region.
FrameRate[DOUBLE]/DT[TIME]: This is the port which is automatically connected when a node is created. In the
case of ‘DT’, if ‘ComputeTimeStep’ is used to improve the degree of precision of simulation, connect with ‘DT’, the
output port of ‘ComputeTimeStep’ node, instead of ‘DT’ of the Global node again.
OnOff[BOOL]: Determines whether particle will be generated or not. If you wish to generate particles on a certain
frame only, use it (On/Off) together with the KeyBezierInterpolations node from the Channel tab and the DoubleToBool node form the converter tab.
ParticleNumberPerCell[INT]: Designates how many particles will be generated per cell inside of the inputted

‘LevelSet’ based on the specified cell size by the Global node.
ParticleNumberPerSurfaceCell[INT]: Designates the number of particles which are additionally generated from the
cell that corresponds to the boundary surface of ‘LevelSet’.
SurfaceThickness[DOUBLE]: Designates the thickness of the boundary surface of ‘LevelSet’.
EmitDirection[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the initial velocity of the particles spreading in each direction X,
Y, Z.
EmitSpeedToGradient[DOUBLE]: Designates the initial velocity of the particles spreading in the surface direction
of ‘LevelSet’. (If the particles are generated inside instead of the surface, in other words, if the inside is fully filled,

the consistent form of particles may not be generated due to the influence of pressure.
InitialPositionRandomness[DOUBLE]: Adds the random numbers to the position value as much as the specified
rate in the direction of the velocity of particles that are generating. (As a result, the position is distributed in the
generation velocity direction of particles.)
InitialDirectionRandomness[DOUBLE]: InitialDirectionRandomness : Adds the random numbers in the direction of
particles as much as the inputted rate based on the specified direction from ‘EmitDirection’.
InitialSpeedRandomness[DOUBLE]: Adds the random numbers to the velocity of particle that is specified in the

beginning.
ScalarNoiseField[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the level set data (that is mixed with noise) if needed
for the intentional turbulence generation when creating particles.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data that is created.

outLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the level set data which is inputted for creating particles.

CollideParticleToLevelSet
Description
‘CollideParticleToLevelSet’ generates particles from the surface of a mesh. (An example file provided)

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data set that will add particle.
Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the emitter mesh.
FraneRate[DOUBLE]/DT[TIME]/CurrentFrame[TIME]: Inherits the corresponding data of ‘Global’ node. When
node is created, it is automatically connected.
EmitParticleNumber[INT]: Designates the quantity of particle that will be generated.
EmitSpeedToNormal[DOUBLE]: Designates the velocity of the normal direction of the mesh when the particle is

generated from the inputted mesh.
EmitSpeedToMeshVelocity[DOUBLE]: Reflects the mesh velocity to the particle velocity when there is a mesh
movement. Adjust the velocity ratio that is reflected.

EmitDirection[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the velocity of certain direction when the particle occurs.
InitialPositionRandomness[DOUBLE]: Adds the random value to the initial position as much as the given value that
is based on the mesh surface when the particle occurs
InitialDirectionRandomness[DOUBLE]: Adds the random value as much as the inputted value to the direction of
initial velocity when particle occurs.
InitialSpeedRandomness[DOUBLE]: Adds the random value as much as the inputted value to the total size of initial
velocity when particle occurs. (Note: If the ‘InitialSpeedRandomness’ value is 0, the initial velocity becomes 0.)
DoubleSideEmit[BOOL]: Designates whether the particle will be generated from both sides of the mesh.
ScalarNoiseField[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the level set data (that is mixed with noise) if needed
for the intentional turbulence generation when creating particles.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particle data that is created.

EmitSecondaryParticle
Description
‘EmitSecondaryParticle’ generates the secondary particle (Splash, Bubble, Foam) from the primary calculated simulation (output result of VARSolver). (An example file provided)

Input
Particle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data from the primary simulation result.
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives an empty level set data.

VelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the velocity field from the primary simulation result.
inSplash[PARTICLE]: Receives an empty particle data set for splash particles.
inFoam[PARTICLE]: Receives an empty particle data set for foam particles.
inBubble[PARTICLE]: Receives an empty particle data set for bubble particles.
FrameRate[DOUBLE]/DT[TIME]: Is the value which is inherited from the Global node. This is automatically connected when a node is created.
Gravity[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Determines the direction and the magnitude of the gravity.
Buoyancy[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Determines the magnitude of the buoyancy which is applied to the secondary
particle.
SplashGenerationRate[DOUBLE]: Determines the generation rate of the splash particle.
FoamGenerationRate[DOUBLE]: Determines the generation rate of foam particle.
BubbleGenerationRate[DOUBLE]: Determines the generation rate of bubble particle.
Lifespan[DOUBLE]: Determines the lifespan of the secondary particle (especially ‘Foam’).

SplashSpeedScale[DOUBLE]: Designates the magnitude of the initial velocity of splash particle.

Output

outSplash[PARTICLE]: Outputs the splash particle out of the generated secondary particle.
outFoam[PARTICLE]: Outputs the foam particle out of the generated secondary particle.
outBubble[PARTICLE]: Outputs the bubble particle out of the generated secondary particle.

Reference:
The secondary particles are generated by the following procedure.
1.

Fluid -> SPLASH

2.

SPLASH -> BUBBLE

3.

SPLASH -> FOAM

4.

BUBBLE -> FOAM

MergeParticleCloned
Description
It creates a new particle data set by merging two different particles. (Example file is available)

Input
particleA[PARTICLE]/particleB[PARTICLE]: Receives each particle input.

Output
NewParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs new created particle data set which two inputted particles are united.

Caution: Simulation network won’t work properly if it is used in the middle of a simulation node.

ReduceParticle
Description
‘ReduceParticle’ deletes the particles as much as a certain ratio. (An example file provided)

Input
FrameRate[DOUBLE]/DT[TIME]/CurrentFrame[TIME]: Is the port which is automatically connected when a node
is created.

ReductionRate[DOUBLE]: Determines the ratio of particles those will be left.(Example: 0-> Preserve all, 1->Delete

all)

StartFrame[TIME]/EndFrame[TIME]: Designates the time range which a node can influence.

Output
OutParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs particle data including the particles which is left after deletion.

RemoveParticleByAge
Description
‘RemoveParticleByAge’ deletes the particles which are over the specified value based on the “Age” value that is set
from “AgeParticle”. (An example file provided)

Input
InParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data that will be controlled.

Age[INT]: Sets the ‘Age’ of the particle which will be deleted. (The particle which has the bigger ‘Age’ than the given

value is deleted.)

FrameRate[DOUBLE]/DT[TIME]: Is the value which is automatically connected when a node is created. If the
‘ComputeTimeStep’ node is used to for the accurate calculation, the ‘DT’ port must be connected with the output
of the ‘ComputeTimeStep’ node not with the output of the ‘Global’ node.

Variance[INT]: Adds a random value as much as the inputted value based on the specified region.

Output

outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the result of the deleted particles which are over the specified Age from the

inputted particles.

RemainParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs the particles which will be removed on the current frame.

RemoveParticleByLevelSet
Description
‘RemoveParticleByLevelSet’ deletes the inside or outside of the particles based on the given ‘LevelSet’ value. (An
example file provided)

Input

InParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particles those will be deleted.
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the ‘LevelSet’ data which will be the standard of the deleted
region.
Inside_Outside[BOOL]: Designates to delete internal or external particles based on the surface of ‘LevelSet’ which
has the value of ‘0’.
InterfaceOffset[DOUBLE]: Expands or decreases the size of region as much as the given value based on the surface
‘LevelSet’ which has the value as ‘0’.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: 삭제되고 남은 파티클 데이터가 출력됩니다.
Outputs particle data which is left after deletion.

RemoveParticleBySpeed
Description
It deletes the particle if its speed (i.e. its rate of movement disregarding its direction) is within the designated range.
(Example file is available.)

Input
InParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives particle data to be processed.
X,Y,Z_MinSpeed[DOUBLE], X,Y,Z_MaxSpeed[DOUBLE]: Sets the speed range within which particles will be deleted.

Output
OutParticle[PARTICLE]: Deletes the particles within the designated speed range, and outputs the remaining particles.

Caution: It deletes the particle whose speed is within the designated range. Therefore particles are deleted regardless of its velocity and direction, and only the particles within the designated range are deleted. You can prevent
unintended deletions by setting the MinSpeed value very high.

SolveFreeParticle
Description
It executes free particle simulation that doesn’t follow the laws of fluid mechanics. (Example file is available.)

Input
inParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives particle data which pre-particle simulation will be applied.

Gravity[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Sets the direction and magnitude of gravity.
Drag[DOUBLE]: Receives the rate value at which the particle slows down due to atmospheric resistance.
DT[TIME]: Receives ‘Time step’.

Output
OutParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs particles which simulation is calculated.

Caution: Like fluid particles, it should go through ComputeTimeStep node calculation process and be connected to
DT, for the simulation to work properly.

VARSolver
Description
This node executes fluid simulation according to the settings. This is the primary solver of FluX. (Example file is
available)

Input

Particle[PARTICLE]: Receives particles to be simulated.
FluidVelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the fluid’s velocity vector. In other words, it connects
the VectorField of the FluidContainer that is connected to the node network.
ExternalForceField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the external force for controlling the fluid. If there is
no extra force, connection is not required.
SolidLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives level data needed for calculating fluid simulation. In
other words, it connects the SolidLevelSet of the FluidContainer that is connected to the node network.
SolidMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: When fluid collides with other objects, it receives geometry data (mesh)

needed for calculating collision. The received mesh is internally converted to levelset, and collision starts to be
caculated. For a more precise collision calculation, it is recommended to use the CollideParticleToMesh node with.
ParticleRadius[DOUBLE]: Determines a particle’s influence over its surrounding area. When the value is 1, the
particle has influence over the unit sell size of the simulation domain. When the value is smaller, the particle’s
movement becomes more erratic, and when the value is bigger, the particle group’s movement becomes smoother.
SolidVelocityScale[DOUBLE]: When the particle is set to collide with mesh, and when the collision mesh is animated,
it controls the mesh’s influence over the particle. When the value is greater than 1, the particle’s reaction is exaggerated.
ParticleDrag[DOUBLE]: Adjusts air resistance. It affects faster particles more. Bigger value means greater rate of
deceleration.
DensityDependentDrag[DOUBLE]: Slows the particles where particle density is low to prevent fast particles from
spreading too far away from the fluid area.
Gravity[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Adjusts the magnitude and direction of gravity.
VolumeTruncation[DOUBLE]: Adjusts the simulation accuracy for calculating collision. It determines the calculation

accuracy relative to the unit cell size of the simulation domain. When the value is 1, the accuracy is equal to the
domain cell size.
DT[TIME]: It is the Global node’s simulation time step, and is automatically linked when creating the node. In order
to obtain more accurate results, it has to be relinked by using ComputeTimeStep.

Output
outParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs simulated particle data.
outVelocityField[PARTICLE]: Outputs the velocity field created during simulation.

Mesh

MergeMeshCloned
Description
This can combine two mesh data. The combined mesh is recognized as one mesh data. This is used when geometry
is created to calculate collision among many imported meshes. As it is possible, that only one file from separate 3D
software is created is recommended.(Example file is available)

Input
MeshA[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]/MeshB[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives each mesh to be combined.

Output

NewMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs the combined mesh.

MeshInterpolation
Description
“MeshInterpolation” blends two meshes that have time gap. The structure of the meshes has to be coincide to get
the wanted result. (E.g. the number and orders of vertices) (An example file provided.)

Input
CurrentMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the geometry that is at the beginning of the blending section.
NextMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the geometry that is at the end of the blending section.

FrameRate[DOUBLE]/CurrentFrame[TIME]/CurrentTime[TIME]: Are automatically connected from Global node

when the MeshInterpolation node is created.
DT[TIME]: Determines the blending amount and receives the value based on the TimeStep. When the half value of
the TimeStep is inputted, a middle geometry is created between the prior and following frame.

Output
InterpolatedMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs final mesh which is blended by calculating intermediate

value.

MeshNoising
Description
When the particles are converted to mesh, the mesh surface becomes bumpy according to the distribution of the

particle. In this case, “MeshNoising” filters the mesh smooth and reduces the noise.

Input
inMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the mesh data which will reduce the noise and become smooth.
Iteration[INT]: Designates the number of times which will repeatedly apply filtering.
Lambda[DOUBLE]: Designates the size of the filtering when the filtering is applied once.

Output
outMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs mesh which is filtered.

MeshSmoothing
Description
Not unlike MeshNoising, it removes mesh noise. It offers more precise options than MeshNoising. (Example file is
available -> refer to MeshNoising)

Input
inMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Links the mesh to be processed.
Option[INT]: Selects the algorithm manipulating mesh.
Iteration[INT]: Sets the repeat count of mesh smoothing process.
Lambda[DOUBLE]/Mu[DOUBLE]: Is parameter for mesh filtering and adjusts them to obtain ideal shape.

Output
outMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs final mesh which is filtered.

SetMeshVelocity
Description
It calculates the mesh velocity using the difference of location of two meshes and input time which were acquired
by a comparison between two meshes. The two meshes used in calculation must have the same number and order

of vertices to obtain accurate results.

Input
inCurrentMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the mesh which velocity will be calculated.
inNextMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the reference mesh for velocity calculation.
Scale[DOUBLE]: Inputs size value when the velocity of mesh which is calculated is intentionally manuplated as high
or low.

Output
outCurrentMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs the inCurrentMesh that includes velocity data.

Converter

DoubleToInt
Description
It converts the inputted double type real number into integer by discarding below the decimal point. (Example file
is available.)

Input
Double[DOUBLE]: Receives the double type real number value.

Output
Int[INT]: Outputs the converted integer value.

DoubleToVector
Description

It receives a set of three double-type real number values and converts them to vector data.(Example file is available)

Input
X[DOUBLE]/Y[DOUBLE]/Z[DOUBLE]: Receives double-type real number values that will constitute vector. Even
when the input port is not linked, static values can be set in the dialog box.

Output
Vector[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Outputs the vector type data formed with the inputted values.

LevelSetToMesh
Description
‘LevelSetToMesh’ converts the surface of ‘LevelSet’ region to a mesh geometry. (An example file provided)

Input
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the LevelSet which will be converted to mesh.
Offset[DOUBLE]: Offset : Inflates or diminishes the generated surface of the mesh as much as the given value based
on ‘Levelset’ which has the value of ‘0’.

Output
Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs the converted mesh.

(Caution! – When the region of the mesh needs to be extended outward of the given ‘Levelset’, the padding of
‘MeshToLevelSet’ needs to be set sufficiently. If not, unexpected result may occur.)

MeshToLevelSet
Description
‘MeshToLevelSet’ converts the mesh to ‘LevelSet’. (An example file provided)

Input
Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives the mesh that will be converted to ‘LevelSet’.

CellSize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]: Are the predeter-

mined value of simulation which are inherited from the Global node.
Padding[INT]: Extends the bounding box region of ‘LevelSet’ that is generated as much as the given value (the
multiple of ‘CellSize’). From the node hereafter, the padding needs to be set sufficiently if the Offset value is
converted to a mesh instead of the value of 0.
Invert[BOOL]: Turn inside out of inputted levelset and a final mesh also will be turned inside out.

Output
LevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs the converted ‘LevetSet’ value.

(Reference – ‘LevelSet’ is ‘Voxel Data’ which has the distance value from the surface. The value on the surface is ‘0’,
the internal surface is ‘-‘ and the external surface is ‘+’. )

MeshToVelocityField
Description
This applies the velocity data of each vertex which is extracted from the animation of mesh to the inputted vector
field. In this case, it works properly when the Interpolation option of Cache node which is loading corresponding
mesh turns on.

Input
inVelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives the data set of velocity field which applies the velocity of
mesh.
Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives mesh which extracts velocity.
Scale[DOUBLE]: Designates the level of velocity value when it applies the velocity of mesh to the velocity field. The
level of the applied velocity is increased as much as a multiple of the inputted number.
InfluenceRange[DOUBLE]: Designates how much velocity will be applied depending on a certain amount of

distance from each vertex of mesh when it applies velocity to velocity filed. The bigger value there is, the larger
region the velocity field applies to. The standard unit is based on the value of cell size of simulation domain.

Output
outVelocityField[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs velocity field which is reflected velocity of mesh.

ParticleSurfacing
Description
‘ParticleSurfacing’ converts the particle that is inputted into fluid mesh. (An example file is provided)

Input
Particle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data that will be converted into fluid.
Method[INT]: Selects the algorithm that converts the particle into fluid. (Three types of algorithms are provided.)

ParticleRadius[DOUBLE]: determines the size of water drop which corresponds to one particle. When creating a

mesh, one particle is considered and calculated as one water drop. The inputted value is based on CellSize of the
Global node. (ParticleSize 2 = 2xCellSize)
SubGrudResolution[DOUBLE]: Additionally calculates the region that is smaller than CellSize to express the mesh
more detailed than the CellSize which is set from the Global node. It determines number of times the cell will be
divided.
Iteration[INT]: When the particle is converted into mesh, there is a process of smoothing the particle spreads. ”
Iteration” designates the number of times the process will be repeated. If the process is repeated many times, the
smooth mesh will be generated, however it will influence the realism of water.
Strength[DOUBLE]: Adjusts the tension of mesh that will be generated.
Isosurface[DOUBLE]: Inflates/deflates the surface of mesh. This can be affected only the ZB05 method among the
meshing algorithm.
Cellsize[DOUBLE]/Resolution[VECTOR 3D_INT]/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]/CFL[DOUBLE]/DT
[TIME]: Inherits the value of Global node. These are automatically connected when the node is created.

Output
Mesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs the converted mesh.

ParticleToLevelSet
Description
“ParticleToLevelSet” converts the inputted particle data into the levelset data (An example file provided)

Input
inLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives an empty levelset data set that will store the converted
levelset data.
Particle[PARTICLE]: Receives the particle data that will be converted into levelset.

Radius[DOUBLE]: Sets the distance that the particle influences. (Based on the scene coordinate) This has no relevance with the simulation boundary of the Global node and the size of the CellSize.

Output
outLevelSet[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs Levelset converted.

DoubleToBool
Description
It converts the inputted double type real number value into Boolean value. Boolean has the value of True/False, and
can control functions when linked to the node’s On/Off. (Example file is available – refer to “DoubleToInt” example)

Input
Double[DOUBLE]: Double: Receives the double type real number value.

Output
Bool[BOOL]: Outputs the converted Bool value.

File

Cache
Description
‘Cache’ indicates the end of simulation node. If a node network doesn’t have this node at the end, the simulation
won’t be calculated. Unlike the Terminal node, Cache node saves the result every frame. (Example file is available)
Cache node imports saved geometry by frame. Supported formats for saving and importing include bin (RealFlow
mesh/particle), obj (Wavefront geometry), fxp (FluX-exclusive particle format), tri (FluX-exclusive mesh format).

Input
inData[NO_TYPE]: Receives data to be saved.
outData[NO_TYPE]: Outputs the inputted results and can be linked to ShapeNode, etc.
ProjectRoot[STRING]: Receives the path of project file and is automatically linked with the Global node when a
node is created.
FileName[STRING]: Designate the name and path of the file to open or save. File name format is
“filename.####.####.ext” (####: number/ example: filename.%04d.%04d.ext). The first set of numbers is the core
number for multi-core simulation, the second set of numbers is the corresponding frame number. When saving
a file to be opened, the file name has to be in the above format for it to work properly.

StartFrame/EndFrame/CurrentFrame/NextFrame/DT/CurrentTime[TIME]: StartFrame/EndFrame/CurrentFrame/
NextFrame/FrameRate/DT/CurrentTime/CellSize/DomainOrigin/Resolution/SubdomainDimension: Is automatically
linked with the Global node when a node is created. It receives basic information about the simulation.

FrameRate/CellSize[DOUBLE]/DomainOrigin[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Is automatically connected from the Global

node when a node is created. It receives basic information about simulation.
Resolution/SubdomainDimension[VECTOR 3D_INT]: Is automatically connected from the Global node when a
node is created. It receives basic information about simulation.
Option[INT]: Sets the operation mode of node. The node’s operation mode is either ‘Read’ or ‘Write’. It saves or
reads cache file depending on the mode.
SubDomainList[STRING]: Is activated only in ‘Read’ mode and designates the core range when reading the simulation results saved separately by each core. (e.g. When reading the results distributed-simulated by 4 cores,

SubDomainList value is set as 0-3.)
ReadOwnSubDomain[BOOL]: Decides whether to read only the simulation results that correspond to each server when multiple computers are assigned to the simulation. (If “On,” each server only reads the cache that corresponds to its server number.)
SkipMissionFrame[BOOL]: When files are missing in the middle of the frame, it displays an error message, and
keeps reading files.
PruneData[BOOL]: In case of particle, imports only data corresponding to the inside of domain, if the size of
particle data is bigger than current simulation domain.
IntervalFrame[INT]: Sets the frame interval to be updated. (e.g. When it is set to 2, data read interval is every 2
frames.)
IntervalFrameOffset[INT]: The loaded file’s time is offset by the designated frames.(e.g. When it is 30, the frame
will be loaded 30 frames later than the time slider’s frame.)
Interpolation[BOOL]: If activated, it creates the mesh data between frames by interpolation when loading mesh.
During simulation, calculations are needed for time intervals shorter than 1 second. If data exist between frames,
simulation is calculated more accurately.(Caution: When this option is activated, the vertex number of the loaded
mesh should not increase or decrease.)

Output
OutData[NO_TYPE]: Outputs inputted data as it is through the inData port.

Terminal
Description
This node indicates the end of simulation node. A node network which doesn’t attached to Cache node or Terminal

node is not simulated. Unlike the Cache node, Terminal node doesn’t save the result. (Example file is available.)

Input
inData : Receives the output of the node network’s final stage.

Output
outData : Outputs the input results and can be linked to ShapeNode, etc.

Channel

KeyBezierInterpolation
Description
KeyBezierInterpolation creates user-controllable animation values. (example file available)

Input
NumOfValue[INT]: Determines how many key frames will be used for animation. (maximum 5).
Frame1~Frame5[TIME]: Selects key frame for animation.

ActiveValue1~ActiveValue5[DOUBLE]: Assigns key values to the key frames selected in Frame1~Frame5.
CurrentFrame[TIME]: Receives current frame and is automatically linked when the node is created.

Output
InterpolatedValue[DOUBLE]: Outputs assigned key frame animation value.

Shape

BoxShape
Description
‘BoxShape’ creates a geometry guide of box shape. The guide doesn’t interact with the scene directly but can be
used as a reference. (An example file provided)

Input
Pivot/Translate/Rotate/Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the transformation value of box.
Color/Ambient/Specular[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/Shininess[DOUBLE]: Designates the shading parameter and the
color display of box.
inBoxMinPosition/inBoxMaxPosition[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: designates the maximum and minimum value of
coordinate for the shape of box.

Output
Drawing[BOOL]: Designates whether a box displays or not.
Lighting[BOOL]: Designates whether the shading will be applied to the box that is displayed or not.
Wire[BOOL]: Selects whether a box will be displayed as wire frame or not.
outBoxMinPosition/outBoxMaxPosition[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Outputs the final shape of the box which the
transformation was applied to.
LineWidth[DOUBLE]: Designates the thickness of the line when a box is displayed.

MeshShape
Description
‘MeshShape’ displays the data of the mesh shape on viewport.(An example file provided)

Input
Pivot/Translate/Rotate/Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the information of the mesh transformation
which is displayed.
Color/Ambient/Specular[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/Shininess[DOUBLE]: Designates the shading parameter and
color of the mesh which is displayed.
inVelocityScale[DOUBLE]: Adjusts the level of velocity when the mesh and the inputted velocity of the mesh is
displayed
inDstMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Receives mesh data to be indicated

Output
Drawing[BOOL]: Designates whether the mesh will be displayed on viewport or not.
Lighting[BOOL]: Designates whether the shading will be applied or not when the mesh is displayed.
Wire[BOOL]: Designates whether the mesh will be displayed as wireframe or not.

DrawMode[INT]: Determines how to display the mesh. (example : 0 -> PointCloud, 1-> Shading etc.)
DrawVelocity[BOOL]: Designates whether the velocity vector of mesh will be displayed or not.
DrawNormal[BOOL]: Designates whether the Normal Vector of mesh will be displayed or not.
outVelocityScale[DOUBLE]: Designates the level of velocity which will be outputted.
MaxSpeed[DOUBLE]: MaxSpeed : The color changes are depending on the level of velocity when the mesh is
displayed. Therefore, the color region can be designated by specifying the maximum velocity.
outDstMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: Outputs mesh which is transformed by using transform information
designated by inputted mesh.
NewMesh[TRIANGLE_MESH_DOUBLE]: 입력된 메시가 복제된 새로운 메시 데이터를 출력합니다.
Outputs new mesh data which inputted mesh is duplicated.

ParticleShape
Description
‘ParticleShape’ displays the particle data on viewport.

Input
Pivot/Translate/Rotate/Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the information of the particle transformation
that will be displayed.
Color/Ambient/Specular[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/Shininess[DOUBLE]: Designates the shading and color parameter of particle that will be displayed.
inDstParticle[PARTICLE]: Receives particle data to be displayed.

Output
Drawing[BOOL]: Designates whether to display or not.
Lighting[BOOL]: Designates whether the shading will be applied or not.
Wire : Is not used.
DrawVelocity[BOOL]: Designates whether the velocity of particle will be displayed or not.
VelocityScale[DOUBLE]: Designates the display size of the particle velocity on viewport.
PointSize[DOUBLE]: Designates the size of point which means a single particle.

MaxSpeed[DOUBLE]: The particle which has fast velocity is displayed brighter when expressing the water. At this

time, “MaxSpeed” designates the uppermost limit of velocity that will be displayed as white.
outDstParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs particle data which is transformed by using transform information designated
by inputted particle.
NewParticle[PARTICLE]: Outputs new particle data which inputted particle is duplicated.

ScalarCornerGridShape
Description
Displays the standard ‘LevelSet’ field (CornerGrid) on viewport. (An example file provided)

Input
Pivot/Translate/Rotate/Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the transform information of the displayed
geometry.
Color/Ambient/Specular[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/Shininess[DOUBLE]: Designates the shading parameter of the
displayed geometry.
inScalarCornerGrid[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives Levelset data to be displayed.

Output
Drawing[BOOL]: Designates whether display turns on or off.
Lighting[BOOL]: Designates whether shading applies or not.
Wire[BOOL]: Is not used.
DrawMode[INT]: Selects display mode. (Displayed as a colored dot)
PointSize[DOUBLE]: Designates the dot size when it is displayed as a dot.
outScalarCornerGrid[SCALAR_CORNER_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs Levelset data which is transformed according to
transform information which is inputted at a node.

VectorFaceGridShape
Description
‘VectorFaceGridShape’ displays the usual ‘VectorField(Vector Face Grid)’ data on viewport. The displayed

‘VectorField’ is displayed as a line segment in each direction of x, y, z.

Input
Pivot/Translate/Rotate/Scale[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]: Designates the transform information of geometry which is
displayed.
Color/Ambient/Specular[VECTOR 3D_DOUBLE]/Shininess[DOUBLE]: Designates the shading and color parameter of geometry which is expressed.
inFaceGrid[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Receives velocity field data to be displayed.

VelocityScale[DOUBLE]: Is the value to adjust the size if it is difficult to identify because the value of the velocity
field is overly big or small.

Output
Drawing[BOOL]: Designates whether display is turned on or off.
Lighting[BOOL]: Is not used.

DrawMode[INT]: Is not used.
LineWidth[DOUBLE]: Designates the thickness of the displayed line.
outFaceGrid[VECTOR_FACE_GRID_DOUBLE]: Outputs vector field which is transformed by using inputted trans-

form information.

Misc

1DNoise
Description
‘1DNoise’ adds the noise that changes depending on time to the floating point value. (An example file provided)

Input
inSeed[DOUBLE]: Designates the initial value that will be the standard.
Frequency[DOUBLE]: Designates the frequency which changes depending on the time.
Variation[DOUBLE]: Designates the size of noise which will influence the default value.
CurrentFrame[TIME]: the value which is automatically connected when a node is created.

Output

outSeed[DOUBLE]: inSeed에 노이즈가 추가된 결과값을 출력합니다.

Caution : 1DNoise uses ‘Perlin Noise’. ‘Perlin Noise’ becomes ‘0’ value at every integer unit such as 0, 1, 2… etc. To
get a desired result, ‘Frequency’ has to be specified as a non-integer value.

ComputeTimeStep
Description
‘ComputeTimeStep’ Outputs and calculates the optimal timestep by using the information (CFL, MaxSpeed etc )
which is inputted from the ‘GetmaxSpeed’ and ‘Global’ node.

Input

inDT/CurrentFrame/CurrentTime[TIME]: Is the value which is automatically connected by default when a node is

created.

CellSize/CFL[DOUBLE]/FrameRate[INT]: Is the value which is automatically connected by default when a node is
created.
MaxSpeed[DOUBLE]: Receives the maximum velocity which is calculated from the ‘GetMaxSpeed’ node.

Output
outDT[TIME]: Outputs the timestep which is recalculated according to the simulation state.

